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The restaurant from Rosenberg offers 18 different menus and drinks on the menu at an average $7.0. What User
likes about Taqueria Tepatitlan:

Eat was really good! great taste and one of the best barbacoa in houston! love the sauce in the kartoffels! I was
irritated, however, how little English the waitress knew. I had no chance to tell her I wanted to be sunny. Although

I showed her a picture of how I wanted the egg, they came out completely boiled. she corrected it. read more.
What User doesn't like about Taqueria Tepatitlan:

Food was decent. Not the best but ok. They recently increased their prices significantly and they are the highest
I?ve seen at a Mexican restaurant in Texas. The prices also don?t match the menu on the wall but they do have

signs posted telling you that. The meat did not appear to be good quality. More like grade B or C, but I?m
definitely NOT an expert. Wasn?t the cleanest place but that type of restaurant t is gett... read more. Anticipate
the varied, scrumptious Mexican cuisine, which is usually prepared with corn, beans and chilies (hot peppers),

You'll find nice South American meals also in the menu. Furthermore, you can order fresh prepared meat, here
they serve a comprehensive brunch for breakfast.
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Soup�
CALDO DE POLLO $9.0

P�z�
TEXAS

Quesadilla�
QUESADILLA DE CARNE (MEAT) $2.0

M�ica�
TACOS

Ceviche�
DE CAMARONES (SHRIMP) $3.0

Feature� Item�
OMELETTE DE JAMON QUESO $7.0

Plate�
ENCHILADAS DE CAMARON
(SHRIMP) $12.0

Breakfas� - Desayun�
CHILAQUILES CON POLLO $8.0

Cald� Soup�
CALDO DE BIRRIA ESTILO
JALISCO $14.0

Enchilada� Moderna�
(Dinner)
ENCHILADAS DE POLLO CON
MOLE $10.0

Tac�
TRIPA TACOS $2.5

PESCADO TACO (FISH) $3.0

Restauran� Categor�
MEXICAN

BBQ SAUCE

Ingredient� Use�
EGG

MEAT

CHICKEN

BEEF
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